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We calculate the dependence of the current of extraneous particles interacting with a Bose system at
absolute zero. The main mechanism of the dissipation is assumed to be the decay of the excitation into
two. It is shown that the current has a power-law singularity in the case of weak fields, and can either
increase or decrease with increasing field.
AS is well known, extraneous particles can move in a
superfluid liquid without experiencing any resistance if
their velocity is lower than at certain critical values.
At finite temperatures, this effect does not become
manifest, owing to collisions with excitations in the Bose
system. However, in the case of finite accelerating
fields and very low temperatures, we have practically
the case of zero temperature, since tne particles reach
critical velocity before they collide with the excitations.
The well known experiments of Rayfield and Reifr 11 with
ions moving in a liquid He II were performed precisely
under such conditions. The purpose of the present paper
is to calculate the dependence of the particle current on
the electric field under these conditions (at absolute
zero). We note that the usual approximation, linear in
the field, is not applicable here. In this paper we consider this problem at absolute zero.
The process limiting the current at low particle density is the decay of the excitation corresponding to the
particle, which we shall call ionic excitation, into an
ionic excitation with a smaller momentum and into an
excitation in the Bose system, which we shall call arbitrarily a phonon. Such a situation can be realized, generally speaking, not only in He II, but in a semiconductor
at sufficiently low carrier density and in the absence of
impurities.
We consider here the general theory for a weak electric field, without describing the system concretely,
since the answer contains only the properties of the
spectrum of the ionic excitations E(p) and the Bose-system excitations w(q). From the point of view of real
systems, such an approach is in part phenomenological,
since we assume both spectra to be specified. In particular, there exists the possibility that the decay conditions are not satisfied for any momentum of the ionic
excitation and the momentum of the ion in a constant
homogeneous field E will increase without limit. We
assume below that the decay is impossible when the
ionic excitation momentum p < Pc and is first realizable
at p = Pc, and furthermore with emission of only one
phonon.
The singularity of the single-particle Green's function at the decay point in the absence of an external
field, and the classification of the different cases of decay, were clarified by Pitaevskitr 2 1 • We confine ourselves here to the case of decay into excitations with

parallel momenta not equal to zero. The case of decay
with emission of an acoustic phonon is less interesting
from the theoretical point of view, owing to the weak
singularity in the spectrum and, apparently, can be considered in accordance with perturbation theory. As to
the decay into excitations with non-parallel momenta,
in this case the momenta after the decay should correspond to the minima of the excitation energy. With the
exception of the random coincidences, this case can be
realized only for sufficiently complicated spectra of
ionic excitations, having more than one extremal point
&E/&p = 0, for in the opposite case the entire momentum
of the ionic excitation should be carried away by the
phonon (one energy minimum of the ionic excitations is
known: p = 0). This leads to the very stringent condition
w(pc) = E(pc), without any free parameters at all.
An earlier paper by the authorr 3 1 considered the
analog of the kinetic equation for particles with low
concentration interacting with phonons. It was shown
that in the stationary state in the absence of a field, it is
possible to introduce the distribution function of the
quasiparticles corresponding to the ionic excitations,
from which it is easy to calculate the density and the
current of the particles. Far from Pc, this function
satisfies the usual kinetic equation. At absolute zero,
however, even in the presence of an arbitrarily weak external field E, the vicinity of p = Pc plars an essential
role, in which connection the results of 31 have in the
present case only limited applicability. To solve the
problem we must consider the equations (2) and (3) of
that paper, which are accurate within the limit of low
ion density.
A similar situation was considered within the framework of the kinetic equation for semiconductor carriers
that emit optical phonons without dispersion in a paper
by Shocklel 4 1 • Such an analysis is valid only in the case
of a weak interaction and sufficiently strong fields, when
it is possible to neglect the band in which the singularity
obtained by Pitaevskitr 2 1 is significant.
1. SINGLE-PARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTION IN A
WEAK FIELD
Proceeding to solve the problem, we consider certain
changes in the diagram technique in the momentum
representation in the presence of a constant electric
field. It is easy to show that in the interaction repre-
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sentation the ion creation and annihilation operators assume the form
t

ap(l) = a(p- eEI)exp{- i

~

e0 (p- eE-r) d-r }.

0

(1.1)

t

ap+(t)

=

a+(p ·- eEt)exp{ i

~

e0 (p- eE-r) d-r:},

As usual in the quasi-classical approach, we should
take into account in (1.4) terms of order E. To this end
we note that the running momentum in ~(p + eE(T'- t),
t' - T ') varies from p + eE(T'- t) top+ eE(t' - t) and it
can be assumed, accurate to terms quadratic in E, that
it remains: unchanged, and is taken at the midpoint

0

where a(p), a•(p)-operators in the Schrodinger repre-·
sentation. It follows therefore that the momenta corresponding to the start and end of the ion line are different: p' - p = eE(t' - t). By virtue of the momentum
conservation at the vertices, allowance for the interaction with the phonons does not change this circumstanee.
We shall use a mixed representation, with a Fourier
transformation with respect to the spatial variables but
not with respect to time. In this case, two equivalent
representations are possible for the Green's functions,
in which the independent argument is either the momentum p of the end of the line, or the momentum p' of the
start of the line and the time difference t' - t.
We are interested in calculating the ion current. The
current is determined by the formula
J = - _.!_ VxG+(x,x')
m

lx•~x,

where a•(x, x') = (lp+(x')lf!(x)), and the averaging is carried out over the stationary state of the system containing one ion in an electric field (the case of low ion density). The equations for a• (seer 3 1 ) contain the single-particle Green's functions G and G, which are determined independently of the a• and have a singularity
connected with the decay point.
The determination of this singularity in a weak electric field is of interest in itself, and is in addition, a
component part of the determination of the singularities
of a•. We shall consider in detail only the function
G(x', x) = __::i(T,P(x')'ljl+(x)>•..,,

(1. 2)

Since
G = -i(T,p(x'),p+(x))vac

=

-G*(x, x')

(1..3)

(T-anti-T-product).
Going over to the Fourier transformation with res-pect to the spatial coordinates and retaining the time
dependence (this form is the most' convenient for an
analysis of the singularity), we obtain the Dyson equa-tion in differential form (see, for example, r51 ):
i

oG(p, t'- t)
iJt'

-eo(P+eE(t'-t))G(p,t'-t)

= "~d-r'l:(p+eE(-r'-t),t'--r')G(p,-r:'-t)+tS(t'-t), (1..4)

•

where we choose as the independent argument the mo-mentum of the end of the line p (corresponding to the
instant of time t).
We are interested in the behavior of G(p, t' - t) at
large t' - t (at small t' - t the influence of the field is
exceedingly small owing to the smallness of E, and the
Green's function does not differ from the Green's function without the field). We shall call this part of G,
which does not vanish at large t' - t, the pole part. The
1i -function in the right side of (1.4) then drops out, and
the lower limit in the integral can be set equal to -co,
since only the region near the upper limit with T' ~ t'
is important, owing to the decrease of~.

p+eE

t' +-r'- 2t
2

We shall s:eek the solution for G in the form
t'-t

G(p,t'-t)=A(p,t'-t)exp{-i) e(p+eE-r:)d-r},
0

where A is a slowly varying function, such that its
derivative is on the order of E. Then, expanding the
integral term with accuracy to terms of first order in
E, we can easily obtain the following equations:
e(p')-e0 (p')-l:p{p', e(p')) =0,

~I InA
at'

p'=p+eE(t'-t),

= _ _1__-~-ln[ 1 _

ol:F\(.P', e(p'))_

ae

2 ot'

J

(1.5)
(1. 6 )

'

where ~ F(P', w) is the Fourier transform of ~ (p', t')
with respect to the variable t' at E = 0. It follows therefore that E(p') coincides with the pole of the Green's
function G(p', w) without a pole. Equation (1.6) can be
readily integrated, and the arbitrary constant is determined in this case from the condition that the solution
must be continuous with the asymptotic form of G at
times that are sufficiently large, but much shorter than
1/E. The final result takes the form
G(p, t ' - t)

== (- i)

(1-

P,'

I

ol:p )-'/'( 1- ill:" \-'\,:p [- t e(TJ, PJ.) dTJ
OB
p
oe ~P'
J eE

J

Px

(PxliE, PJ...LE).
(1.7)
This asymptotic form is true when t' - t < tc, where
tc = (Pc- p)/eE, for only in this case are the expansions
in terms of the small field E, used to transform the integral (1.41) into the differential equation (1.6) for A,
valid. Near t' - t "'=' tc the quantity a~ Fja E lp' becomes
infinite like 1/(p' - Pc) (seer 2 1), and consequently, the
terms that were assumed to be small in the derivation
of (1.6) are actually not small. Therefore formula (1.7),
according to which G- 0 asp' - Pc, does not yield the
correct behavior of G.
To determine G in the region p' ~ Pc, it is necessary
to solve Eq. (1.4) directly; however, it is necessary to
take into account in the integral term only the singular
part of (a~; F. sing/a E ~ 1/ (p - Pc)), whereas for the
regular part the old differential approximation, which
led to (1.5) and (1.6), remains valid. The singularity in
the integral term, as shown by Pitaevskit r2 1 is connected with the decay loop given by the expression
-ig 2

5,.

-6o

, a• (

d-r' 11(2 q)3
"

Jt

a:s )__,1'

1---;f
8

p+eE

.

(

(:r' -t)--q

aL )-'1'

1- y'
.
e

p -q

-

•·

exp{-iS[e(p-q
"•

+eE(-r-t))+w(q)]d<}
(1.8)
(we note that inr 2 1 and formula (3) the sign in front of
the entire expression is incorrect). We have retained
here only the pole part of G, and the phonons are regarded as an ideal gas. The singularity is connected with
the fact that near p' = Pc the effective region of integration with respect to T becomes large because the oscillating exponential factors cancel each other out, so
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that
ro(q) +t:(p'--q)

~

e(p');

This occurs first near the minimum of the left side of
'E, when E(p') ~ 'E(p1 ) , P1 ~ Pc·
Expanding near the· minimum, we get
ro{q)+ e(p'- q)= ;{p')+M(q- ci:m(P'))i + L (q- q:(;'),Pc)~1.

9)

where, according to 12 1 ,
M-

o81

v. = op

VcPe
2qmPm '

p

e

=

L =

' 1 { fJ2el
2 op2 p

oro

I

08/

op P . = aq

q

m.

m

-1-

a•ro I
oq2 q

m

-

VcPc }
qmPm
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order of E-2 /3, and the entire singular region is in general t'- t- tc - E- 2 13.
The integrand has a non-integrable singularity at
T 1 = t 1 • However, this singularity is the result of the
divergence in the region of large q, where we did not
take into account the dependence of A on q. This region
is of no importance in the determination of the singularities of the Green's function, and shall exclude it,
assumin~ that the integral in (1.11) is regularized, and
t' - T 1 ) 3 2 must be understood as the appropriate generalized function (see 161 ).
For the function
t'-t

m

'

M>O,

.A(p,t'-t)= [expi

~

;(p+eE-t) d-t]G(p,t'-t)

(1.12)

9

M+L>O.

it is easy to obtain from (1.4) now in the singular region
The inequalities follow from the fact that 'E is a minimum
(we use the old differential approximation for the reguof the right side of (1.9).
lar part of~ and formula (1.11) for the singular part)
Near p' = Pc• using the condition at the minimum
the following equation:
8t:(p' - q)/ap = awjaq, we can obtain the relation
t'
qm 1
{Pc.. p' - Pc)
1
qm(P )- qm = - (p - Pc)+ A
Pc,
2
Pe

where
A=

where
[ Pm

a•e I

p; ap•

qm

p

m

o'ro I

p; aq•

-

q

m

J[ ap•
fJ2e I
fJ2ro I
+ -aq.lp

q

m

J-t
m

•

F

t'-t

~

;{p+eE8)d8]G(p,-t'-t),

"t'-t

= (2Ml'2M + 2L)-'!.,

ct'

!L

=

2{M

+L) (~+I.)
Pc·

ein/i exp [-ia2 { eE) 2 t"/241.1.1
g 2 bn'f,
fi•f.(-tf•)
,.. '
A2f(- 1/z) (2n)'i•
a>O.
g2b = - (1- o!.p/oe) Pm > O,

-

f(-•/ 2 )emi•
,
,exp[-ia•(eE)2(t'--t') 3/24f.l]
lA• {1- o!.p/oB) IP-;::-(2nf.l) '~:_ d-t
(t' --t')''•f(-'/2)
.
.

x[expi

(1.13)

R (t) -

Thus, in considering the singular part of ~ we should
consider only the small region of integration with respect to q near ~ and, in addition T - t should be still
sufficiently close to t' - t ~ tc (we shall show later that
in the essential region of integration T' - t- tc - E- 213 ,
which is much less than tc- 1/E, and the changes of the
momentum p 1 are small in this case). In the regular
parts, the essential region of integration does not depend on E at all, and its order of magnitude is 1/t:c,
which is much smaller than the region of integration in
the singular part.
Allowance for these circumstances results in the fact
that, when considering an arbitrary diagram with a large
number of loops (1.8), the singular contribution in each
loop can be separated, and the remaining loo~s can be
regarded in this case as non-singular (see 15 ). Summing
the non- singular parts on the right and on the left of the
separated loop, we find, just as in the case when E = 0
(see151 ), that g goes over into a certain non-singular
real vertex A{p 1 , q). Recognizing that only a narrow
region with respect to p 1 and q is significant, we can
take A and a~F/a€ at p 1 = Pc and q = ~· Then the integral with respect to q can be calculated by using (1.10)
and (1.9). Leaving out the intermediate steps, we obtain
for the singular part of the integral term

p

-av.(p,.'- p.,.).A = - i ~ tk' R (t'- 'f').A {-t'- t),

(1.10)

Pe

Pc:• +2M q,. Pe~1
Pc
P• Pc

(1.11)
Here r(-1/2) is the Euler gamma function, introduced
to normalize the Fourier transform of the function t-312 •
It is seen from this expression that the effective region
of integration with respect to T 1 near p' = Pc is of the

We have used here the fact that Eq. (1.5) has a solution
t:(p 1 ) for p 1 :::: Pc• and we expanded the regular part of~
in the vicinity of p 1 = Pc (see 12 1 ), so that the dimension-·
less constant a is determined by the following expression:
{}

-

-

-ave= -,[e(p')- 8o(P')- !.plreg(P', e(p'))JI P'=P •
op,.
,
•

In addition, recognizing that in the region A

A(E 213 (t'- t- tc)), we neglect the terms with derivatives aAjat' as being of order E 113 relative to the retained terms.
If we introduce the dimensionless variable

=

(eEa)''•
Z=

,

( a2

)''•

{24!.1.)''• (t -t-te)= 241.1.

p'-p.
(eE)''•,

(1.14)

then (1.13) takes the form

.,

z.A(z}= iy ~ dz' K(z-x').A(x'),

(1.15)

where
V

=

g2bl' ( a 2
v.a 24

ein14e-i:t!
)''•,

K{z)= f(-•/.)x''•.

For the complex-conjugate quantity A* the corresponding equation is the complex conjugate of (1.14),
with
K"(x-z') = K(x' -x)
(x > %').
(1.16)
The function A(x) is obtained from Eq. (1.14) accurate
to an arbitrary constant. This constant can be determined from the condition that (1.12) must be continuous
with formula (1.7) at x « -1. We present here only the
final result:
(24)''·
.,,
~·
2
A(z)= [ (g~~)2 (ii 1'-'t•] {eE)'1•exp{-iJ (s-s)p+•E•d-t}F{x)·
0

·(1-o~;oe)~'1•,

(1.17)

s. v.
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results in the general case, since the detailed structure
of ~ and J'' is significant in what follows only in the
singular regions, where they coincide with those used
( 8vc2a 2
)
in
(2.1) and (2.2).
x~-1.
F(x)=l'-xexp i 112 (g•b) 2 x2 ,
Just as inr 3 1 , G+ can be separated into a pole or
slowly-deereasing part and a "background," that deThe most important fact here is that the single-particle
creases w:ithin times on the order of 1/ Ec. In finding the
Green's turns out to be of the order of E 116 in the sing:upole part of G+, we shall first neglect the term describlar region.
Equation (1.15) can be solved with the aid of a Fourier ing the arrival, since, according tor 3 1 there is no arrival
transformation:
with encounter of the pole of G anywhere except in the
vicinity of the point p = Pm. We shall improve this reroo.
.
sult somewhat in the presence of a weak field E. The
F(ro)=C[ exp-y ~K(ro) oo.]. (1.18)
F(x)= J 2nF(ro)e-•wx,
0
equation for G+, obtained upon discarding the right side
where
of (2.1), which describes the arrival, coincides with Eq.
(1.4) at large t'- t, when the lower limit can set equal
to - 00 •
The solutions of this equation are given by formulas
and the constant C is determined from the asymptotic
(1.7), (1.1:l), and (1.13). Now, however, the constant facform of (1.17). It can be shown that when x » 1 the
tors, which depend only on the end-point momentum,
quantity A attenuates:
are of no i.nterest to us, since the solutions for G+ are
determined accurate to an arbitrary factor that depends
(1.19)
A~ exp(-pxlnx],
p > 0,
on Px and p .L for Eq. (2.1) and on p~ and p .L for (2.2).
for which purpose it is necessary to find the asymptotic
Taking this circumstance into account, we can write for
value of K(w) at large values of lw I in the lower half
the pole part
plane, and to use the saddle-point method to determine
Gn+(p,p') = Gn(P')<I>(px,P.d, Gn.+(p,p') = Gn'(p)<l>.(px',p.L).(2.3)
A. At large values of lw I and for real values of w we
have
But when the same arguments are used we have G+ =
whence

where F(x) is the solution of (1.15), with asymptotic
value

a:,

K(ro)

R:

(U~O)

-yW.

2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS FOR THE TWOPARTICLE GREEN'S FUNCTION G+
We now proceed to consider the equations for G+.
Using the same representation as for the function G, we
can obtain from Eq. (2) ofr 3 1
i iJG+(p, t'- t)
i}t'

l

t•

- A2

d-r:'

~

fl>(px, P.L) = Gn'(p)no(P.L),

fl>.(p/, P.L) = Gn(P')no(P.L),

(2.4)
where no(P .tl is a certain still arbitrary function.
The function Gn(p') (G:J. is obtained by complex conjugation) coilncides, apart from a factor, with the expression for the pole part of G, and is given by
Px'
Gn (p') = .( 1- 0 ~4> ) -'/, exp{ - i ~ e (x, P.L)
'
ae P'
0
eE

eo(P + eE(t'- t) )G+(p,t'- t)

d3
(Z:) 3 e-iw<oX<'-t'l G(p- q + eE(-r:'- t), t'- 't")G+(p, -r:' -- t)

dx}

(2.5)

when p' is far from the singular region p' - Pc ~ E 113 •
In the vicinity of Pc we have, according to (1.12) and
(1.17),

I

= -A2 ~ d-r: ~

d3
(Z:) 3 eiw(qXt'-•>G+(p + q + eE(-r:- t), t'- -r:) G(p,,;- •t)

(g2b) z

(2 . 1)

~

and analogously, but using the end-point momentum p'
(corresponding to the instant t'), we get from (3) ofr 3 1
i
t

0
2av( 24 )'''
Gn(P')=(eE)''• [ -

- A2 joo d-r: ~

iJG,+(

I

p'

t'- t)

at

+ eo(P' + eE(t- t') )G,+(p', t'- t)

d3
( 2:)3e-l<»(oX1-"l G(p'- q + eE(-r:- t), t'- ,;)G,+(p', t'- ,;)

=

I'

iJ3

-At ~ d-r:' ~ _q_ e-i<»(q)(t-t') G (p' t'- ,;')
-~

(2rt)"

,

XG,+(p+q+eE(-r:'-t'),-r:'-t).

(2.2)

In these equations we have confined ourselves, to simplify the notation, only to the singular parts of ~ and y
(Y is the irreducible four-point diagram, seer 3 1), whic:h

lead to the decay singularity, assuming, in accordance
with the preceding section, that the vertices reduce to
the constant A. To reconcile the results it is necessary
to assume here that the Green's function G and G are
determined by the Dyson equations with the same ~ and
~. This, however, does not limit the applicability of the

a• .

Px'-

Pcx-

Xexp [ - i

e(x)-e(x)
J [ ~
~- .,--d:L exp - i
0

f.'-'1• ]'''

eP,

.

·

0

e(rJ)d'l

J

- . - . - F(x),
e!:

(2.6)

where F(x) is a suitably normalized solution of (1.14).
It follows from (2.6) that the pole part of G+(p, t' - t)
begins to decrease rapidly when t'- t > (Pc- p)/eE > 0.
On the other hand, if p > Pc, then the pole part is small
like exp[-px ln x] for arbitrary t' - t (according to
(1.19)), where x(p) is given by (1.4).
As regards negative t'- t (when p < Pel, it appears
at first glance that formulas (2.4) and (2.5) are valid
without any limitations in this case, too. However,
sooner or later we arrive at an instant of time when
p' = Pm. In this case great importance attaches to the
term describing the arrival from the states with p"" Pc,
which can be regarded in (2.4) as a specified inhomogeneous term, assuming that G+ is determined in it by
formulas (2.5) and (2.6). When finding the pole part of G+
in the vicinity oft'- t = (pm- p)jeE, we should invert
the left side of (2.1) with the aid of the single-particle
Green's function G, assuming that G+ vanishes as t' - t
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Let us write out the corresponding expression:

c,~(p, t'- t) =

t'

A2

t

_Idr' _Iar s(g:~"

Gn' ('It-+ q) Gn ('It'+ q}no(P.i +

p'

xe-iw(q)(o-•')

exp ( -

i sx e(x)dx) exp (i sx e(y)dy)
eE

Px

·

p

iie

p'

iie •

(

O.Epl)-'/,
ae •' '

1 -- -

We now proceed to construct the complete solution of
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). We write these equations in symbolic form, introducing the irreducible four-point diagram y (see 131 ):
G-IG+

eE

1tx

iil:pJ' -•;, ( 1- D.Ep:)-'/,
( 1- O.Ep
)-'/,
X ( 1 -- - - 1
de

q_~_)

Tt'

(2.7)

where 1T' = p + eE(T'- t) and 1T = p + eE(T- t). We have
retained in G and G only the pole parts {formula (1.7)),
bearing in mind that all the singularities are connected
just with these parts (it can be shown, in addition, that
at large values oft'- t the non-pole parts of G and G
make in general a very small contribution to G 1).
Since actually only 1r' "" 1T "" Pm, J7T + qJ "" Pc, and
q "" qm are significant under the integral sign, we can
use a quadratic dispersion law for E and w, bearing in
mind serious expansions about the corresponding points.
The expression (2.7) yields the pole part of G+ in the
vicinity oft'- t = (Pm- p)/eE, and to reconcile the
solution formula (2. 7) should then go over into formula
(2.4) when t'- t » (Pm- p)/eE, when the arrival is
negligibly small. This yields an integral equation for n 0 :

797

=

C.yG+,

G- 1G+

=

GyG+.

We shall solve these equations by iteration, starting with
(2.10)

G+ = G1+ = GGyGnn+,

where G;'m{p, t' - t) is the pole part of G+, given by
formulas (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) at tx 2: p~ > Pmx• and
equal to zero when Px < p~. Formula (2.10) differs from
formula (2.7), for Gl in the fact that it includes the nonsingular parts of the irreducible four-point diagram y,
which were omitted for simplicity from (2.1) and (2.2).
This, of course, does not change the fact that the singular part of G1 is connected only with the singular part
of y, and is given by formula (2.7). It is easy to show,
by using (2.8) (we assume that no(pl) in G~n satisfies this
equation) that when Px > Pmx the pole part of G1 coincides with the pole part given by formulas (2.4), (2.5),
and (2.6). The iteration solution of (2.9) is of the form
G+ = G1+ + ~ (GGy)•-1 (GCyG,+- G,+)

-·

= G1++ ~ (GGy)•(G,+-Gnn+).

(2.8)
We have replaced here az:F/ot:l7T-q by az:F/oElpm•
bearing in mind that only a small vicinity of Pm is significant, and we set the upper integration limit equal
to + oo, which is approximately valid for t' - t
» (Pm- p)/eE. The small vicinity of 1T' = Pc makes an
appreciable contribution here, because its region coincides with the region of the stationarity of the rapidly
oscillating exponentials. When t'- t « (Pm- p)/eE,
there is no such region, and consequently the pole part
of G+ vanishes.
The solvability of (2.8) follows from an identity that
has the meaning of a conservation law: the integral of
the left side of (2.8) with respect to d 2 p 1 is equal to the
integral of the right side for an arbitrary function no(P 1).
A proof is given in the appendix.
We are not interested in the concrete form of no(p 1),
since it is of no importance in the determination of the
current per particle. What is important in this case is
that the width of the distribution with respect to p 1
(about p 1 = 0) is of the order of E 113 , since the quantities
q- qm and Pex- Px are of the same order in the singular region. We shall assume henceforth that no(p 1) is
so normalized that the integral of this function with
respect to (211r 2 d 2p 1 is equal to unity.
Expression (2.7) yields also the singular part of
G+(p, t'- t) when p-Pm~ E 113 and t' = t. We note that
when p < Pm the quantity Gl consists exclusively of a
"short-lived" (non-pole) part, connected with the contribution made from the region near the upper limits of
integration with respect to T and T ', whereas when
p > Pm the quantity G+ consists both of a pole part connected with the stationarity points of the arguments of
the exponential (with respect to T and T'), and also a
short-lived part.

(2.9)

-·

(2.11)

We see that the iterations do not contain the pole part
of G+ at Px > p~, since the pole parts of G1 and G~n coincide in this case.
All the integrations in (2.11) at specified Gi reduce
to integrals of the type (2.7), and in no case do their
arise any stationarity points of the oscillating components (this is connected with the fact that when p < Pc the
decay is impossible, and the polar parts in the vicinity
of Pc, as already noted, have been excluded). Because of
this, the integrations with respect to the times are limited to a band of the order of 1/ Ec near the upper limit.
This makes it possible to neglect the influence of the
electric field in the operators GGy with accuracy to
terms that are linear in the field. As we shall show,
the first non-vanishing term at the current, which depends on the field, is of the order of E 113 , and we shall
assume that in (2.11) the field influences only the distribution of Gi(p, 0) with respect to the momenta, neglecting
the remaining effects.
In order to separate the field- independent part of G+,
we introduce the following functions:
Px > Pcx, Px < :Pmx

0,
Go+= {
n
no(P.L)exp[- ie(p) (t'- t)]
(1-D};p/De)p
'
+
G1o+ = GoGovoGnno,

Pmx:::;;; Px ~ Pcx

+
{Gno+,
Gnno =
O

'

Px > Px•

Px

< ••

(2.12)
(2.13)

Px

The zero subscript denotes that the designated function
is taken in the absence of the electric field.
Then (2.11), in accord with the foregoing, can be
written in the form
""
+
G+(p, 0) = Gno+ + Gto+ + ~ (GoGoyo)•(Gno+ + G10+- G,.no)

..

+ G,+- Gno+- Gto++ ~ (GoGoVo)•(G,+- Gnn+- Gto+ + G~no- Gno+)
~

= G+(p, 0) JE=o + ~ (GoGoyo)•(Gt+- Gnn+- G10+- Gno++ G~nol.
s=O

(2.14)
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Here a•(p, O)IE= 0 is the function a• in the absence of
the field, constructed from the quasi-particle distribu-tion given by (2.12), and in addition we have neglected
the difference G~- G:m0 , which differs from zero only
in the vicinity of IP - Pc I - E 113 , where it itself is a
quantity of the order of E 113 , in accord with (2.6), giving
a contribution of the order of E 213 , which is insignificant
in the calculation of the integral quantities.
3. CALCULATION OF THE CURRENT
The electric current and the number of particles per
unit volume are determined by the following formulas:

r P
d3p
l=eJ--;nG+(p,O) ( 2n)•'

r

N

d•p

v=J G+(p,O) (2n)•'

(

3.

1)

As shown in 13 1 , the sum of all the iterations from the
pole term in a•(p, O)IE= o (formula (2.14)) reduces simply to the appearance of the factors
( 1. _ BI:F ) !!!._ !!__ ,
Be
p Bp

V

p,,.(P.L)

r

r

!Pp.L
= .l no(P.L) ( 2n)•

J

dpx
2:11

'

+~A

Be

rI

Bl:F\

t!Jip

(3.2)

We do not write out the analogous expression for the
current, which differs by a factor ea E/ap under the
integral sign. As already noted, the width of the n0 (p 1 )
distribution is of the order of E 113 , so that the difference
between Pcx(p 1), Pmx(p 1), and the values of these functions at p 1 = 0 can be neglected, since these functions
are even, accurate to E 273 • Recognizing further that the
integrand in the terms containing oa• is concentrated
near p = Pm• we obtain from (3.2) and from the analogous formula for the current the following expression for
the current per particle:
P,

_e(Pe)-e(Pm)]v(E). ( 3 _3 )
Pe- n

The value of v(E) is given by the integral:

v(E)=(i--0~F) ~ (Gt+-Gnn+-Gto+-Gno++G~no)
iJe .

pm

~

dpx
-~ 2n

P:r:

~

!Pp.L
(2:rt) 2

t!Jip -(3.4)
(2n) 3

The terms subtracted from GI have an entirely different
nature. G~ + G~0 - G~no represents the pole term
corresponding to the distribution of the quasiparticles
with respect to formula (2.12) up top= Pm (we could
neglect in (3.4) the difference G~n - G~no - E 113 when
IP - Pc I - E 113), where the separation of GI into a pole
and a short-lived part becomes arbitrary. The term
G~o describes the iteration of first order of the pole
part of G~ 0 , calculated in the absence of the field (i.e.,
the short-lived part of a•IE= o, which has a singularity
P = Pm)In the calculation of (3.4), only the singular parts of
G:io and GI are important, and these are obtained by
takin,j the singular part of y and the pole parts of G
and G. The non-singular parts of G~ and Gio cancel each
other, since they are obtained by identical pole parts

2

Ps:

~ ~q ~ dn/) d~Gn(:II')Gn•(n)
(.:::11) 3_~ eE -~ eE

)-t exp [ -.~·.e(xqx,P.L- q.L)± .ro(q) .-' ]· _
J.
.
ax
t

P m

1}

no (P.L )

eE

"•
L-p"C-f-4:.:

+ J \1.- "ij"""/jp 6G+(p, 0) (2:rt)".

IV =B(Pe)-e(Pm) +[~\
N
Pe- Pm
iJp

iJI:F
X {( 1 - - ·
Be
•

Pms:(P .L)

j=ix=

OCI

v(E)=A2

( 1. _ Bl:F -)

in front of the pole term in the current and in the density, respectively. In the second term of (2.14), the sum
of all the iterations reduces to the appearance of the
same factors in front of oa• = G! - G~n- G~o- Giio
+ G~no· Thus,
N

(actually, as just noted, the pole parts differ when
IP- Pel ~ 11!: 1 3 by an amount on the order of E 11\ which
leads to a value of the order of E 213 in the integral).
Thus, we can use in the calculation of the integral (3.4)
formula (2 . 7) for GI and an analogous formula for GioIn order to perform some of the integrations in (3.4),
it is convenient to proceed as follows: we cut off the
integration with respect to Px by the segment (- L, L),
after which we interchange the order of integration with
respect top and q (see (2.7)), and make the change of
variables p - p - q. Recognizing that we shQuld confine
ourselves only to the singular region q- qm - E 113 in
the integration with respect to q, we obtain, taking the
limit as L- ""•

Ps:

Ps:

t!Jiq r t!Jipi.
r dpx r dnx' ~ d:rt,c Gn (:II') Gn • (:~~:)
J (2:rt)," J (2:rt)•L-p:+om 2,-d_~ eE -~ eE

r

n'

X

f.r'e(x.-qx,P.L-q.L)+ro(q) ->-] ( )
(1 -iJ~F)-'
expl1 .1
= no P.L.
iJe
eE
P

m

(3 5)
•

•

n,

Since only q close to qm play an important role in
the integrals, the argument of the exponential under the
integral signs can be expanded in the vicinity of
q = qm(P), in accordance with (1.9), and the remainder
of the procedure is analogous to that of obtaining the
singular part of the integral term in the equation for G
in Sec. 1 (formula (1.11)). The resultant expression in
the curly brackets coincides with the expression for
Q- 1 and, as shown in the appendix, vanishes (see (A.6)).
Thus, there remains only the second term. As L - oo,
the expression in the square brackets does not depend
on Px, and we can carry out the integration with respect
to Px· Carrying out, in addition, the integration with
respect to q (after expanding the argument of the exponential) and going over to the dimensionless variables
~ = x(p) and ~' = x(p'), where x(p) is given by formula
(1.14) we obtain, using (2.6) and (1.13):
v(E)= -(eE)''•

aver d6'r d6
.l
, , -oo

x bg" -oo
J

24. . )''• ·
(-;;.2

qm.,((P+P')/2)-q~F(G'}F'(s)K(s-6') (3 6)
(eE)'1•(24wa•)'1•

'

•

where F(~) is the solution of (1.15) with the asymptotic
form (1.17). We have purposefully retained here under
the integral sign the quantity qmx((p + p')/2)- ~(Pc>.
in order to show that v(E) is actually corrected with the
average momentum lost by the ion to the phonon emission. Using the Fourier transformation and formulas
(1.15), (1.18), and (1.10), we obtain the final expression
v(E) =.(eE)''• (

24")''• pave y r dw K2((i))-:K' (ffi)
2

bg2 -~2n

a2

xexp{-v

t

~ dro[K(ro)+ K'(ro)l}.

82el /{82el + 82m
I
aq•
-~

P= ap•.p m \ap2 pm

)

(3.7)
The integral with respect to w can be determined only
numerically. The results of the calculations with an
electronic computer for different values of y will be
q

m,

•
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presented later. The most important fact is that this
integral is positive.
We see therefore that the current per particle is
given by the formula

( {}1:•)-t {·

:r.•'-qs

1 e(y,p.L)+ro(q)
)
)
E.·
dyfno(P.L+q.L).(A.1
e

x 1 -iJe- Pmexp . ' J
nc-qs

The integrals with respect to 1Tx and 1T~ should be understood in the sense that contours of integration are shifj., = e~ll
+ e[ ~I
ro(till
~crE'i•;
ted somewhat away from the real axis as 1T~, 1Tx- -oo,
q qm
iJq qm
q ·. qm
so as to obtain convergence, and that the essential con_ CPs
IPs!
iJ2ro
fPeJ
+ £Pro
> O, tribution is made only by the vicinity of 1r' = 1T = Pc·
I()'> 0; ~- ()p2 Pm iJp2 Pm + iJq2 qm . ' {}p21 Pm iJq2 qm
Instead of this, it is more convenient to introduce the
(3.8)
convergence factors exp( 61Tx)exp(61T~) ( 6 - + 0) and asif we use in (3.3) the conservation laws and the equations sume that the integrals are taken along the real axis.
relating the group velocities at the decay point 12 1 • This
Making the change of variables p 1 - p 1 - q1, expanding
result differs from that given by the elementary kinetic
the
argument of the exponential in q near q = qm(P), in
equation (see 141 ) in that there is a stronger singularity
accord with (1.9), and then calculating the integral with
in the field-dependent term (exponent 1/3 in lieu of 2/3).
respect to d 3 q, we get
In addition, the sign of this term is determined uniquely
"'
tP
{"'
d:rtx1 . .
d:rtx
[
by the signs of 8 2 £/8p 2 1pm and (awjaq- w/q)qm· If we
P= I~ Se~"•'--~ e~"•-exp i J e(x,p.L)-E
2
J (2~) _,.
eE _,.
eE
"•
e
apply (3.8) to the emission of an optical phonon without
dispersion,
nx-nx')
)
1
(
X G,.(n )G,.* (n)R ----;e:- no(P.L) f•
(A.2)

-

I /(

J

I)

I

r-

a•e 1 >

(

0

iJp21pm

'

aro _ ~)
iJfj

q

= _ roo < o,
q"'

q,..

and we find that the current decreases with increasing
field, unlike the result obtained by Shockley' 4 1 in accordance with the kinetic equation. This difference is connected with the fact that the calculation with the aid of
the kinetic equation is valid only in the case of weak
interaction in sufficiently strong fields. The particle
momentum distribution then appreciably overlaps the
region near Pc in which the singularity obtained by
Pitaevskil is effective, and the following condition is
satisfied

88~

iJplpc

~~'

where R(t) is the same as in formula (1.13).
Let us consider now the integral in the curly
brackets:

r

dr4.'r
d:rtx •
, (:rt.,-:rtx')
Q = lim J e~"•'-- J e~"•-A (n.,)A:(:rtx )R - E - - • (A.3)

APPENDIX

tflp.L

(2:rt)2

~

eE

e

where, according to (1.12), A(1Tx) and A*(1Tx) satisfy the
integral equations
(A.4)
"( ( :rt/-nx) •
Mx1
1
- avc:rto:A" (nx) = i ) R ~-- A (n., ) ---;E.

The integral Q is best represented by introducing a certain 7T 0 , in the form
Q

d3q ran.,~~ MxG,.(n')G,.*(n)
(2:rt) :,. eE _,. eE

=

lim {
IH-+o

1
"'

dn/ "{ d:rtx Z
eE - .. eE

. { "r dn,. "r' dn., z
1

+

lim

6-.+0

J eE -oo
J eE
-oo

+

1

"~

d:rtx
dnx 1 Z}
"' eE -ao eE

r' d:rt., "( dnx'
z} .
eE

+ -coJ eE -ooJ

(A.5)

In the first two terms it is then possible to go to the
limit as 6 - + 0 under the integral sign, owing to the
uniform integrability of the integrand (the dangerous
region 1Tx = 1T~- -oo is excluded). It is then possible to
show, using (A.4), that the sum of the corresponding two
integrals is equal to zero. Thus, for any 1To the integral
Q is equal to the last term. By choosing 1To negative,
with a sufficiently large modul~, it i~ possible to use
the asymptotic form (1.17) for A and A*, and to calculate
the corresponding integral for finite 6 . The corresponding derivations are elementary and we present only the
final result:
o'O

d:rt

r'

d:rt

(,...,- :Jtx1 )

(!=lim ) e~"•'-"'- J e~"•-x A:(nx')A:"(:rtx)R --E-6-++o -oo
eE -oo
eE
e
= lim eM"• = 1.
I

IH-;.<1

(A.6)

Substituting (A.5) in (A.2) we obtain the required identity

The proof of the fact that the integral of the left side
of (2.8) with respect to d"p 1 is equal to the integral of
the right side for arbitrary no(p 1 ) calls for calculation
of the integral

~

eE _,.

IH--1<1 _,.

-ao

aplpm

(this relation is not satisfied in the region where the
kinetic equation is applicable). Thus, in the case of weak
interaction, upon emission of an optical phonon, the current first decreases (in yery weak fields) with increasing
field, and begins to increase only in a sufficiently strong
field.
For ions in He II, if we assume that the decay is
effected with emission of a vortex ring, for which w/q
> awjaq and a 2w/aq2 < 0, and consequently o2 £/8p 2 lpm
> 0, then the current will also decrease with increasing
field. This result agrees qualitatively with the experimental data 17 1•
In conclusion, the author is deeply indebted to L. P.
Pitaevskil' for a valuable discussion of various stages
of the present work. The author is grateful to
v. Mil'man and other members of the Institute of
Chemical Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences for
performing the numerical calculations with the electronic computer. The author is also grateful to L. P.
Gor'kov for useful discussions and N. N. Bogolyubov for
interest in the work.

P=A"

dz]

P

=

I tflp.L

J (2n)ino(P.L)·

(A.7)
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